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One outcome from the United States’ tax reform bill
could be more Bermuda captives electing to be taxed as
a US domestic insurance company, according to Scott
Slater, tax partner at PwC Bermuda.

Captive Review has reported extensively on the potential
impact of US tax reform on the captive industry.

Slater highlighted that those Bermuda captives owned by
non-US companies and with no US interaction would not be
a�ected by the changes, but American captive owners
might want to re-assess their position.

“The ability for quali�ed Bermuda-based captives to make a
Section 953(d) election to be taxed as a US domestic
insurance company allows for greater �exibility in
determining the most e�cient tax status of the captive,” he
told Captive Review.

“As such, the historic analysis for determining if a Section
953(d) election is preferred has changed given the lower tax
rate paid by Section 953(d)-electing Bermuda captives.

“The election may become more prevalent as the new rules
around CFCs and PFICs come into e�ect as well as those
captive owners which may be subject to the BEAT tax are
modelled.”

Slater also commented on what tax reform means for
Bermuda’s wider (re)insurance industry, adding commercial
carriers will also want to re-examine their existing model.

Scott Slater’s full comments on Bermuda will feature in the
Captive Review February edition as part of a wider analysis
on US tax reform.
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American carrier National Interstate has launched a new group
rental captive aimed at the towing...Read more

Insurance consulting and regulatory services provider Martin &
Company has created an employee bene�ts division,...Read
more

Randall & Quilter Investment Holdings Ltd has sold its insurance
services and captive management operations...Read more

The Captive Insurance Companies Association (CICA) has
updated its Small Captives Task Force, adding more...Read more

O�shore law �rm Conyers Dill & Pearman has appointed Paul
Naylor as its new chief...Read more
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